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“To
To examine a person, we must first examine his heart, to examine his heart, we
must first examine his face” by Song dynasty’s Chan Pur, a famous
FaceFace-Reader.
Face and palm readings, as well as aura and vocal energies, are used to analyze and predict a
person life’s destiny. Often requiring the rare ability to read subtle energy, these unique
observational techniques are still practiced today. The ancient Chinese believed that a person’s
face is inborn and will reflect his or her heart and thoughts. Much of the communication within our
peers is nonverbal. Members understand the shared common body language but do not need
language to communicate.
The generic approach tells us that human will inherit certain traits and attributes from parents or
ancestors. Our height, weight, color of skin, eyes, and vocal to name a few are affected by genes
and as a result certain patterns will emerge and the cycles of universe will repeat itself. Face
reading tries to capture such patterns and predict the futures events that might occur in a person’s
journey of life. For instance, when a person is born with thick eyebrow, more often than not such
person’s parent also with thick eyebrow and the reverse is also true. Eyebrow like any other area
of our face is closely related and affected by the functionality of our body parts and organs
especially kidney. Person born with thick eyebrow is said to have strong kidney or in western
words healthy and functional kidney. Person with thick eyebrow (will explain in details later) is
rather active and aggressive and such person has higher sex drive than normal fine eyebrow person.
Due to his adrenaline rush, such person is eager to satisfy his gratification with many partners other
than his wife. As for female, due to the same reason, she might not have the patient for details and
as such, she is rather weak in fine and details works.
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A person who is constancy working outdoor with sunshine or cold weather will logically have
rough skin as opposed to an office person that has higher chance of a smooth skin.
Western psychology has determined that our thought electrical wave is radiated through the upper
skin of our body and reflected to our whole body parts and organs. Over time, such conditions will
filter through and certain structures and patterns will emerge, as our cell memory is formed. Such
structure will then be reflected by our face textures. With few thousand years of Chinese
Statistically approaches of face reading, I am sure you will find such techniques amaze you.

Face Reading Tips:
Tips
何知君子多災困,春夏額上常昏昏.-How do you know this person will encounter
misfortunes and tragedies?His forehead is dark during spring and summer seasons.
何知君子百事昌,準頭印上有黄光.-How do you know that this person has smooth
life path? His nose tip and between eyebrows glow with yellow light.
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